
The adventures of 

Beyond the clouds, the night is falling on a 
star-sprinkled galaxy.

Welcome to the Milky Way, a smooth path 
of light and darkness where stars glow 
stronger to reach the Earth and where 
children are slipping under the covers, 
getting ready for some magical dreams.

Nearby, hanging somewhere around the universe, 
an adventurous little tiger who goes by name of 
Milo comes and goes aboard his hot air balloon, 
pursuing a sacred mission: 

finding the magic formula to give Planet Earth 
its bright colours and clean air back.

After a long and exhausting journey, Milo decides 
to take a break and lands gently on the Milky Way.

He finally gets off his vessel and enjoys the feeling 
of his paws touching the starry soil he had not 
run around for so long. Dazzled by the surrounding 
sparkle, he picks up a star from the ground and 
addresses it his dearest wish:

-Dear little star, please help me save the Earth! 
If you hear this, I beg you, give me a sign!”



As soon as he reopens his eyes, he sees in the 
distance a familiar figure.It’s Anna’s, 
his lifelong friend!

A small elephant always in a good mood and 
willing to lend a helping hand, Anna has 
turned the Milky Way into her playground. 

There she spends her days taming the stars 
and feasting on their beauty. From afar, Milo 
watches her roll into the stars and burst into 
laughter. 

Her joyous mood is so infectious that he 
decides to join her and to share with her this 
great moment of happiness. 

He has missed her so much! 

A feeling that seems to be mutual considered that 
Anna, who soon recognizes him, jumps into his
arms and hugs him, wrapping her trunk around 
his silky fur. 

After a long cuddle, Anna smiles at her 
friend and says :

- The stars have revealed your wish to me and, 
with their help, I would like to assist you in your 
mission. Together, let’s bring the Earth on its path 
to recovery!



Without waiting for a reaction from her 
skeptical friend, Anna grabs a trunkful of 
glowing stars. She then turns to the Earth,  
light-years away from her, and blows towards 
it the shiny treasures she was holding in her trunk.

Before his wondering eyes, Milo watches the 
Earth light up under this enchanting blast of 
fresh stars. 

The thick haze that has been 
covering the Earth for so long finally gives way 
to the bright sun, and the dark shade coating the 
oceans transforms into an intense blue colour. 

It only takes Milo a second to understand that 
Anna has a magical power that seems to be the 
perfect solution for his mission!

-Would you join me aboard my balloon and 
help me save the Earth?” he asks with a feeling 
of happiness he thought he had lost forever.

Without the slightest hesitation, Anna hops into 
the vessel, after collecting enough stars to ensure 
a successful mission alongside her best friend.

A few minutes later, our two companions are 
floating in the direction of the Earth for more 
extraordinary adventures. 


